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P. Sreekumar et al, astroph/9709257 



Rotation curves of galaxies 

Lensing 

Large Scale Structure CMB 

Galaxy clusters SN Ia 

Bertone, Hooper & Silk, hep-ph/0404175. Bergstrom, hep-ph/0002126. Jungman et al, hep-ph/9506380   
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(GLAST-FERMI 
AMS-02)  

Signal (supersymmetry)… 

… and background 



Lightest Kaluza-Klein Particle (LKP): B(1) 

Bosonic Dark Matter: 
fermionic final states 
no longer helicity 
suppressed. 
e+e- final states 
directly produced. 

As in the neutralino case  
there are 1-loop 
processes that produces 
monoenergetic 
γ γ in the final state. 



Antiprotons 
Positrons 

CR + ISM → π± + x → µ± + x → e± + x  
CR + ISM → π0 + x → γγ  → e± 

    Moskalenko & Strong 1998 Positron excess? 

Charge-dependent 
solar modulation 

Solar polarity reversal 
1999/2000 

Asaoka Y. Et al. 2002 

¯ 

+ 

CR + ISM → p-bar + … 
kinematic threshold:  
5.6 GeV for the reaction   

Present status 



“We must regard it rather an accident that  
the Earth and presumably the 
whole Solar 
System contains a preponderance of negative electrons  
and positive protons. It is quite possible that  
for some of the stars it is the other way about” 

P. Dirac, Nobel lecture (1933)  









Energy range 
  Antiprotons                                              80 MeV - 150 GeV    

  Positrons                                                   50 MeV – 300 GeV 

  Electrons                                           up to 500 GeV 

  Protons                                                        up to 700 GeV   

  Electrons+positrons                       up to 2 TeV (from calorimeter) 

  Light Nuclei (He/Be/C)                            up to 200 GeV/n 

  AntiNuclei search                            sensitivity of 3x10-8 in He/He 

  Simultaneous measurement of many cosmic‐ray species  
  New energy range  
  Unprecedented sta8s8cs  



Mass: 6.7 tonnes 
Height: 7.4 m 
Solar array area: 36 m2 

  Main task: multi-spectral 
remote sensing of earth’s 
surface 
  Built by TsSKB Progress 
in Samara, Russia 

  Lifetime >3 years 
(assisted)  
  Data transmitted to 
ground via high-speed 
radio downlink 

  PAMELA mounted 
inside a pressurized 
container  





70ο

610 km 

350 km 

SAA 

•  Low-earth elliptical orbit 

•  350 – 610 km 

•  Quasi-polar (70o inclination) 

•  SAA crossed  
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Study of solar physics and solar modulation 

Study of terrestrial magnetosphere 

Study of high energy electron spectrum (local sources?) 

Search for dark matter annihilation 

Search for antihelium (primordial antimatter) 

Search for new Matter in the Universe (Strangelets?) 

Study of cosmic-ray propagation  







Flight data:  84 GeV/c 
 interacting antiproton 



Proton Spillover 





Mirko Boezio, LHC & DM Workshop, 2009/01/06 

Bending in 
spectrometer: 
sign of charge

Ionisation energy 
loss (dE/dx): �
magnitude of 
charge

Interaction 
pattern in 
calorimeter: 
electron-like or 
proton-like, 
electron energy 

Time-of-flight: 
trigger, albedo 
rejection, mass 
determination 
(up to 1 GeV)

PositronProton
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Fraction of charge released along the 
calorimeter track (left, hit, right) + • Energy-momentum match 

• Starting point of shower  

Rigidity: 20-30 GV 



Flight data: 
rigidity: 20-30 GV 

Fraction of charge released along the calorimeter track 
(left, hit, right) 

Test beam data 
Momentum: 50GeV/c 

• Energy-momentum match 
• Starting point of shower  
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Flight data:  51 GeV/c 
positron 



Fraction of charge released along the 
calorimeter track (left, hit, right) + •  Energy-momentum match 

•  Starting point of shower  
•  Longitudinal profile 

Rigidity: 20-30 GV 



Neutrons detected by ND 

Rigidity: 20-30 GV 
Fraction of charge released along the 
calorimeter track (left, hit, right) 

• Energy-momentum match 
• Starting point of shower  



Rigidity: 10-15 GV Rigidity: 15-20 GV

Energy loss in silicon tracker detectors: 

TOP: positive (mostly p) and negative events (mostly e-) 

BOTTOM: positive events identified as p and e+ by transverse profile method 





Seconday Production Models 





Secondary production  

Primary production 
Evaporation Mini 
Black Holes: 
Yoshimura et al. 
Maki et al. 



statistical errors only 
energy in the spectrometer 



Mirko Boezio, SLAC Seminar, 2009/01/12 

statistical errors only 
energy in the spectrometer 

Secondary production: 
F. Donato et al., 536 (2001) 172  

Secondary production:  
V. S. Ptuskin et al, ApJ 
642 (2006) 902  



Secondary production 
Moskalenko & Strong 98 



End 2007: 
 ~10 000 e+ > 1.5 GeV 

~2000 > 5 GeV  





•  0808.3725 DM                        
•  0808.3867 DM
•  0809.2409 DM
•  0810.2784 Pulsar
•  0810.4846 DM / 

pulsar
•  0810.5292 DM
•  0810.5344 DM
•  0810.5167 DM
•  0810.5304 DM
•  0810.5397 DM
•  0810.5557 DM
•  0810.4147 DM
•  0811.0250 DM
•  0811.0477 DM

)



Secondary production 
Moskalenko & Strong 98 

Pulsar Component 
Atoyan et al. 95 

Pulsar Component 
Zhang & Cheng 01 

Pulsar Component 
Yüksel et al. 08 

KKDM (mass 300 GeV) 
Hooper & Profumo 07 



Where do positrons come from? 

Mostly locally within 1 Kpc, due to the energy losses by 
Synchrotron Radiation and Inverse Compton 

Typical lifetime 



DM particles are stable. They can annihilate in pairs. 

Primary annihilation 
channels Decay Final states 



Resulting spectrum for positrons and antiprotons 

The flux 
shape is 
completely 
determined 
by:  

1) WIMP mass 
2) Annihilations 
channels 



Which DM spectra can fit the data? 

DM with                          and               
dominan
t
 annihilation channel (possible candidate: Wino)  positrons antiprotons 



Which DM spectra can fit the data? 
DM with                          and               
domin
a
nt annihilation channel (no “natural” SUSY candidate)  positrons antiprotons 

But B≈104 No! 



DM with                        and             dominant 
annihilation channel 

positrons 
antiprotons 



Which DM spectra can fit the data? 

Fit of PAMELA positrons (only) 

Lepton channels (e,µ,...) favored but also W 



Which DM spectra can fit the data? 

Fit of PAMELA positrons+antiprotons 

Annihilations into quarks, gauge and Higgs bosons 
hardly constrained and 



J Chang et al. Nature 456, 362-365 (2008) doi:10.1038/nature07477 

ATIC Results 

J Chang et al. Nature 456, 362 (2008) 



What if we consider ATIC and PPB-BETS data? 
DM with                        and             dominant 
annihilation channel 

positrons antiprotons 
electron+positrons 

DM identification for the first time!?!? 
Yes: Arkani-Hamed et al. arXiv:
0810.0713  
+tons of other 





Which DM spectra can fit the data? 

Boost required by PAMELA 





I. Cholis et al. arXiv:
0811.3641v1  See Neal Weiner’s talk 



P. Grajek et al., arXiv: 0812.4555v1 

See  Gordon Kane’s talk 









Are there “standard” astrophysical explanations of 
the PAMELA data? 

Young, nearby pulsars 

Not a new idea: Boulares, ApJ 342 (1989), Atoyan et al (1995) 

Geminga pulsar 



H. Yüksak et al., arXiv:0810.2784v2 
Contributions of e- & e+ from 
Geminga assuming different distance, 
age and energetic of the pulsar         diffuse mature &nearby young pulsars 

              Hooper, Blasi, and Serpico 
               arXiv:0810.1527  





T. Delahaye et al., arXiv: 0809.5268v3 

γ = 3.54 γ = 3.34 







Future observations of electrons

HESS Collaboration�
arXiv:0811.3894

Fermi GST: Φe± up to ~700 GeV 

PAMELA: �
Φe± up to ~1TeV�
Φe+ up to ~300 GeV�
Φe- up to ~500 GeV





Solar Modulation of galactic cosmic rays 

BESS 

Caprice / Mass /TS93 
AMS-01 
Pamela 

•  Study of charge sign 
dependent effects  

Asaoka Y. et al. 2002, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 88, 051101),  

Bieber, J.W., et al. Physi-cal 
Review Letters, 84, 674, 1999.  

J. Clem et al. 30th ICRC 2007  
U.W. Langner, M.S. Potgieter, 

Advances in Space Research 
34 (2004) 



Solar modulation Interstellar spectrum 

July 2006 
August 2007  
February 2008 

D
ecreasing  

solar activity 

Increasing  
G

CR
 flux 

sun-spot number  

Ground neutron monitor  
PAMELA 

(statistical errors only) 



A > 0  
Positive particles A < 0  

p, e+ 

p, e- - 



A > 0  
Positive particles 

A < 0  

¯ 

+ 

¯ 

+ 

Pamela 
2006  

(Preliminary!)  

Charge dependent solar modulation 



Secondary 
production 
Bergström et 
al. ApJ 526 
(1999) 215 

Secondary 
productio
n (upper 
a
n
d lower limits) 
Simon et al. 
Ap
J

499 (1998) 250. from χχ 
annihilation  

  P 



Annual Variation of P spectrum 

Kinetic Energy (GeV) 



Comparison of p/p ratio with model 
Time variation of p/p ratio at 
solar maximum 

Observed data by BESS 

Charge dependent model 

prediction(Bieber et al.) 

Charge dependent solar 
modulation model well follows 

the suddenly increase of p/p 
ratio observed by BESS 

at the solar polarity reversal 
between 1999 and 2000 
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Proton flux July 2006 



•  B nuclei of secondary origin:  
CNO + ISM → B + …  

•  Local secondary/primary ratio sensitive to 
average amount of traversed matter (lesc)  
from the source to the solar system 

Local secondary abundance: 
⇒  study of galactic CR propagation 

(B/C used for tuning of propagation models)  

LBM 





Dec 13th largest CME since 2003, anomalous at sol min  



Preliminary! 



Preliminary! 



December 14th 2006  event 

Preliminary! 

Solar Quiet spectrum 

Low energy tail of Dec 13th event 

Below galactic spectrum:  
Start of Forbush decrease 

Magnetic Field 

Neutron Monitor 

X-ray 

P,e- 

Decrease of primary spectrum 

Arrival of magnetic cloud from CME of Dec 13th 

Shock 1774km/s (gopalswamy, 2007) 

 Decrease of Neutron Monitor Flux 

Magnetic Field 

Neutron Monitor 

X-ray 

P,e- 

Arrival of event of Dec 14th  

End of event of Dec 14th  





SAA 

SAA morphology 
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Neutron rate 
(background) 



• Grigorov, Sov. Phys. Dokl. 22, 305 1977 
• NINA ApJ Supp.132 365, 2001 
• AMS Phys. Lett. B 472 2000.215,  

Phys. Lett.  B 484 2000.10–22 
• Lipari, Astrop. Ph. 14, 171, 2000 
• Huang et al, Pys Rev. D 68, 053008 2003 
• Sanuki et al, Phys Rev D75 043005 2007 
• Honda et al, Phys Rev D75 043006 2007  

Atmospheric neutrino contribution 
Astronaut dose on board International 
Space Station 
 Indirect measurement of cross section in 
the atmosphere  nell’atmosfera 
  Agile e Glast background estimation 

--- M. Honda, 2008 

Proton flux at various cutoffs 









A calorimeter self-triggering 
showering event. Note the 
high energy release in the 
core of the shower and the 
high number (26) neutrons 
detected.  

CALO SELF TRIGGER 
EVENT: 167*103 MIP 
RELEASED 
279 MIP in S4  
26 Neutrons in ND 



An example is the search for “strangelets”. 

There are six types of Quarks found in accelerators. 
All matter on Earth is made out of only two types of quarks.  
“Strangelets” are new types of matter composed of three types of 
quarks  which should exist in the cosmos. 

i.  A stable, single 
“super nucleon”  
with three types of 
quarks 

ii.  “Neutron” stars may 
be one big 
strangelet 

Carbon Nucleus Strangelet 

p n

AMS  courtesy 




